Installation guide for casing end seal
(reinforced version with flexible flange / black)

• Clean the surface of the carrier pipe and the cable conduit and remove loose surface parts and protruding impurities if necessary.
  Caution: Not-deburred cable conduit ends can damage the casing end seal.

• It might be necessary to fix the carrier pipe’s position in the cable conduit.

• Pull the end seal coupling over the carrier pipe in direction of the cable conduit until it sits on the cable conduit completely.

• Position the tightening straps provided on the carrier pipe and the cable conduit so that they sit in the middle of the end seals couplings. Securely tighten the straps.

The purchaser of the DDL casing end seals is responsible for its suitability for use and for all damages (immediate or consequential) resulting from improper installation.